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Q2 Learning Hires Former Chief Learning Officer Christina Keener
Falls Church, VA. July 27, 2010. Q2 Learning, LLC, a leading provider of social learning solutions, announced
today that Christina Keener, former CLO of CNA Insurance, will join the company as the practice leader for
organizational development. With more than 25 years of experience in organizational, learning, and leadership
development Ms. Keener will be a welcome addition to the Q2 team.
Ms. Keener’s primary responsibilities will be to build Q2’s consulting practice in change management,
implementation, and leadership development, promoting Q2 Learning’s philosophy of delivering smarter social
learning solutions to its worldwide clients.
“We are extremely pleased to have recruited an executive of Ms. Keener’s caliber,” said John Darling, co-founder
and manager of strategic relationships. “Ms. Keener brings a tremendous track record and was among the first Clevel executives to embrace full-featured social learning solutions.”
Ms. Keener has more than 25 years of global experience in the areas of organizational development, learning, and talent
management. She was the Senior Vice President and Chief Learning Officer for CNA Insurance. In this role she was
responsible for all organizational development, learning, and knowledge management across the organization. She was
also the Vice President of Internal Consulting for Bank of America, and led the organizational consulting practice for
Right Management Consultants as a Vice President in addition to having her own successful consulting practice.
ABOUT Q2 LEARNING
Q2Learning continues to lead the online learning revolution with our award-winning social learning platform, the
XPERT eCampus. Our groundbreaking technology is a complete social learning platform which supports a full
spectrum of formal, informal and just-in-time learning solutions.
The XPERT eCampus social learning platform makes it possible to transform traditional training events into
learning processes that rapidly produce dramatic shifts in capability. XPERT eCampus saves both time and effort
to create and manage learning programs and communities, through innovative templates and management
dashboards.
The consultant team at Q2 Learning is an expert and experienced group in professional and managed services. They
share a great depth of experience in all facets of learning platforms, design, delivery and technology. Learn more
about how Q2 Learning can take you beyond training, to achieve true mastery of your business.
www.Q2Learning.com
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